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Context
Software is pervading most systems nowadays, from traditional IT systems to embedded
systems or even ubiquitous computing artifacts. The increasing importance of software is
however hampered by the multiplication of security vulnerabilities found in software that reveal
the poor understanding of secure software engineering by business application developers.
Programming mistakes that endanger the safe execution of the application and that might be
exploited by attackers are well known, and consist for instance in buffer overflows, argument
parsing issues, etc. It seems that either the lack of education of business programmers with
respect to secure programming or the complexity of software prevents these problems from
being solved without some form of automation or at least assistance. It is also difficult for
business application developers to understand the security and privacy requirements that they
have to address. Similarly, security experts that mandate such requirements have a hard time
pushing them to the design and implementation stages of classical software engineering
methodologies. Such interaction problems generally result in security design flaws in the
software produced. For instance, security experts might ignore the use of a middleware layer by
application developers, and will consider authentication at the network level, but not at the
middleware level, thus allowing spoofing attacks on middleware commands.
This PhD work is thus proposed in the context of software engineering for security, and focuses
on a securitybydesign approach. We claim that in order to take advantage of the progress
made in the past 20 years in software engineering, this field has to incorporate security concerns
early on in the design of softwarebased systems. Conversely, the integration of security issues
can only be successful in the future if the gap between business application programmers and
security experts can be somehow bridged using adapted design and programming tools that
integrate with software engineering concerns like reuse, modularity, agility, etc.

Challenges
Facing the increasing size and complexity of developed software systems requires to
systematize the collaboration about the intricate relationships of security and business
concerns. Security experts especially work either upstream, based on the verification of an
abstraction of the system of which they will rarely see the implementation in software
components, or downstream, with security testing techniques that aim at validating a posteriori
the implementation of security mechanism within the application code. It must also be noted that
the security of an application is still often considered after its design, in the light of many
successful attacks.
The different phases of the lifecycle of secure software have already been improved with
different approaches being proposed, but they are all focused on separate phases and no
holistic approach has been undertaken so far. For instance, the security requirements
engineering phase is generally disconnected from the development of software components,
and even more from their security testing activities. While the generation of secure code or of
security policies for configuring security mechanisms is nothing new, agility has not really been
considered in secure software design so far. Yet agility is essential in terms of software
engineering for the incremental development and refinement of security and privacy
requirements and the implementation of the security mechanisms satisfying them. This is
especially true when new threats become known, in order to understand to what extent security
properties are still valid. This is also due to the onceandforall approach prevalent in the
securebydesign paradigm, which is essentially dealt with using a formal verification of the
software design. So far, it is only the advent of concolic testing [SMA05] that has started
mapping design with the latter phase of security testing, but it mostly ignores any feedback to the
initial phase expression of security requirements, especially in complex componentbased
software.

Approach and Expected Results
The PhD will aim at providing foundations, techniques, and tooling to support software factories
dedicated to the development of securebydesign software with security and privacy
requirements being the artefacts of prime importance. To meet these objectives, the research
work will rely on previous of both concerned research groups, resp. MODALIS/I3S on SPL
engineering and NSTEAM/EURECOM on security by design.
The work will extend the SysMLSec framework [RIA13, ApRo13a, ApRo13b] for security
requirements engineering with the refactoring capabilities provided by the SPL approach
[ACL+13, UMB+13]. Software Product Lines (SPL) engineering is a recent approach in the
software engineering field to effectively relate requirements in a domain to the development of
software artefacts. The SPL paradigm is a relevant area of research that aims at addressing the
challenges of complexity and variability in software development by producing a family of related
software variants, called an SPL, for a given domain. It is then necessary to design and maintain

the appropriate models, languages and techniques to produce multiple but similar software
products. In different domains, such as the mobile (Nokia, SonyEricsson, etc.), automotive
(General Motors) or avionics (Boeing) industries, it has already allowed companies to reduce
development cost and timetomarket, and to increase the quality of software. In this context a
software factory is a SPL that configures extensive tools, processes, and content using a
template to automate the development and maintenance of the variants generally based on
frameworkbased components. This approach has however, to our knowledge, never been
applied to secure programming problems.
More specifically, the thesis will first explore whether the existing algorithms are adapted to
representing security concerns as “features” on the one hand, and to guiding the design of the
software architecture based on security best practices on the other hand. One important
question relates to security requirements expressivity: how to capture complex combinations of
elementary security properties over composed components? How to relate these to patterns
expressing a potential vulnerability and an associated best practice to address it? How to select
specific mechanisms, like bit commitments or computations with encrypted polynomials, based
on the architecture and abstract requirements? This work will be guided by security use cases
where software adopts a service oriented architecture. For instance, we intend to take
advantage of a use case where we studied the introduction of security mechanisms based on
the Oauth framework into multiparty interactions [CDR+13]. An inline reference monitor use
case will also be used [ISR+12] as well as different use cases about parameter parsing safety
and middlewarebased security [Ser13]. We also intend to introduce risk analysis as a central
element of a securityenabled SPL, in order to be able to use the modelling of attacks and
attackers as a central element for the selection and correct configuration of appropriate
components of an existing base library.
The work will also focus on code generation issues. The thesis will address the need for agility
and for feedback from security testing through the introduction of requirements traceability
mechanisms throughout the software engineering process, as well as through the design of
threat coverage tools that will assess the impact of software vulnerabilities or the capabilities of
specific attackers over software components based on the selection of a given variant in the
SPL. Furthermore, we plan to increase the abstraction and hence reusability for the security
expert through the use of behavior skeletons related to various aspects of security mechanisms
(monitoring, filtering, encryption). The use of such skeletons to generate security mechanisms
will be generalized, especially through new aspectoriented pointcuts using or extending the
proposals made in [Ser13] and [CSC13].
We finally expect that this thesis will produce a software engineering framework for assisting
joint work over the specification, design, development, and testing of a secure software by
business application developers and security experts. One of the challenges here is to produce
intelligible security abstractions for guiding developers in the tasks that will not be automated.
Another challenge related to such a framework will be to provide expressive enough, yet still
simple abstractions for secure code generation and testing. The framework might for instance

get some inspiration from other modeldriven engineering frameworks like the Papyrus, AADL, or
EADL environments, and to adopt an domainspecific language to describe how to map security
properties and mechanisms to components. The HiPOLDS language [DSI+12], which we
designed, also suggests another approach that would be more specific to software engineering
for information flow security. An appropriate methodology should also be defined to take full
advantage of this framework and to guide developers.
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